Oil Spill Response Management (IMO Level 3 Equivalent)

Use your initiative and thought processes to understand the strategies and challenges of incident management and develop your knowledge of the complexities of equipment deployment with our practical exercise.

This course will give you an insight into some of the key complexities that you may face on an oil spill incident and the tools to use to overcome these. The course, being very interactive, gives you the chance to use your own initiative and thought processes throughout the course to understand the challenges of incident management. You are also able to witness first hand the difficulties faced in deploying equipment with a hands-on practical exercise. The course will give you a structured journey of an oil spill from the causes and fates of oil spills through to oil spill response termination. It is recommended for all oil spill response decision-makers. This is an IMO Level 3 standard course certified by the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency.

Next Course in
Fort Lauderdale, United States
01-04 November 2021
Book by 03 August 2021 to save 5%
Member Rate: 1800 USD
Non-Member: 2000 USD
Please contact Marketing & Communications for enquiries myosrl@oilspillresponse.com

Course Programme

- Effective emergency response contingency planning and implementation in a spill
- Consequences of oil spills
- Spill response options and resource requirements
- Boundaries and roles of Government Agencies and the Industry
- Safety-first culture in response
- Understand PR and media expectations and how to effectively communicate with the media and general public
- International conventions and legal frameworks
- Protecting your organisation’s reputation
- Understand how to terminate a response

What will I learn?

This comprehensive course looks at the fundamentals of incident management; from legal frameworks to support during an incident through to response strategies and effective communications. This course will give you the knowledge and understanding in the following areas:

- The International Conventions and legal frameworks in place that can support an incident
- Roles of Government Agencies and industry during an incident
- Effective implementation of contingency plans
- Gaining a comprehension of the incident strategies and tactics that could be implemented throughout a response
- Appreciation of the additional hazards faced by responders during an incident
- Media expectations and effective communications

Course Structure

- Classroom 80%
- Presentations 40%
- Group Tasks 40%
- Practical 20%
  - Hands-on exercises 20%

"Emergency Operations Centre Tour was educational and it taught us the importance of protecting nature and the complications involved during an oil spill response to mitigate the damage to nature."
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